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Currently, the majority of FPD manufacture and FPD products manufacture are using the limit sample with 
visual inspection. We have proposed FPD’s General Mura Index (YGen) to the IEC (The International 
Electrotechnical Commission) TC110 HHG2 (Horizontal Harmonize Group2) in order to provide the scale of 
Mura on the screen of the FPD’s correlating with human perception, because this organization has been starting to 
develop Mura measurement method in 2010 and the method we have developed suited to IEC requested 
measurement. In this paper we report a review of our evaluation method of Mura and a use case of YGen using 
commercial TV sets. YGen was defined by the equation 

 YGen = 0.705YLum + 0.634YColour (1) 

where YLum is Luminance Mura Index and YColour is Colour Mura Index defined by the following equations 

 YLum = 1.90Xa + 0.186Xb + 19.9Xc (2) YColour = 3.97Xd + 0.0160Xe + 12.8Xf (3) 

where Xa: High and low luminance area (The ratio of dark and bright area to full screen area) 
 Xb: Maximum luminance difference (from average) 
 Xc: Luminance edge area (The ratio of area which has large gradient value of L* to full screen area) 
 Xd: Colour Mura area (The ratio of high chroma value area to full screen area) 
 Xe: Maximum chroma 
 Xf: Chroma edge area (The ratio of area which has large gradient value of C* to full screen area). 
Fig.1 shows the correlation between general Mura Index (YGen) and subjective visual inspection based on the 

five–grade impairment scale: ITU-R BT.500-13. The results shows high correlation score (R2=0.90). Therefore, 
we have enough confidence for this method proposed to the IEC. Our proposed method was underpinned by two 
factors; the one is the integration of real space information as viewing distance and real image size using MTF of 
eye. The second is correction of S-CIELAB’s a* value for reddish colour. These factors are very effective for 
converting a measured image to recognized image, and enable a more accurate evaluation of Mura. 

 

Fig.1 Correlation between general Mura Index and subjective visual evaluation value 
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